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Coming up in May ...   
 Wednesday 1 May, 7pm Yom Hashoah will be observed as a Community function at AHC, Greys Ave.

Friday 3 May our Erev Shabbat service will include our annual Humpolec Commemoration as we
remember the people of this community who all perished in the Shoah. Their torah scroll is on display in
memory to them in our foyer. A pot luck dinner will follow, please bring a vegetarian or fish dish or
dessert to share.
Saturday 4 May, 10-11am Shabbat Kat children's service in the Library.
Sunday 5 May, 9:30am Sunday School term 2 begins.
Burial & Benevolent Society notice, Sunday 5 May, 7pm, memorial ceremony Lilach Cohen's mother. 
Evening prayers followed by blessing and light dinner provided (223b Beach Haven Road, Beach
Haven.) 
Tuesday 7 May, 7:30pm Yom HaZikaron will be observed as a Community Function at Beth Shalom.
Friday 10 May, 7:45pm, we have invited the Auckland Freemasons to be our guests at this service. We
will hear about the important and generous benevolent work that this organisation does for NZ Society.
Please come along so that the Freemasons can enjoy meeting our members over a cup of tea and cake
for Kiddush after the service. Our long-term member, Arthur Berman through his strong involvement
with the Freemasons, has arranged this opportunity for us. PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF START
TIME FOR THIS SERVICE OF 7.45PM.
Saturday 18 May 5.20 for 5.30pm start, joint Ramadan Iftar dinner with the Pearl of the Islands
Foundation to be hosted by Beth Shalom. This is an interfaith event.  See the poster for full programme
or contact Naomi Johnson. No charge but Beth Shalom attendees are asked to provide food in line with
simple recipes provided. RSVP to the office by Wednesday 8 May.
A reminder about our prayers for healing;  if you would like our home prayer group to pray for
healing for you or for someone close to you please advise the office.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING A NON-PERISHABLE FOOD ITEM FOR THE TZEDAKAH BOX



President’s message  May  2019

Hello all.

It is a beautiful, sunny morning as I sit and try to think of what to write. The word that
comes to mind is “joyful.”

Nowadays that word is intricately linked to Marie Kondo, author of the book The Life-
Changing Magic of Tidying and the accompanying Netflix series. The theory behind de-
cluttering via the Konmari method is that you choose what to keep rather than what to
discard. “You hold each item and ask yourself whether or not it sparks joy. If it does,” she
says, “keep it. If not dispose of it.” There is also a good-bye ceremony when you get rid of
items.

While I have neither read the book nor watched the show, I can tell you that referring to
the joy of items has become a running joke in our house. My husband, Mike, has just
moved home after working abroad for over 4 years. This is a very good thing. It is also a
very challenging thing as we have very different styles. Mike is a minimalist and although
not a devotee to the Konmari method, he loves to tidy and organise everything. I am not a
hoarder, but let’s just say I like stuff.

So this past week we decided to tackle my office which, over the past few years, has
become the place to throw everything when we don’t want it on the kitchen bench or
dining table! What did I find while excavating? A swimming mask and snorkel (still in the
packaging), tax files dating back to 2004 (insert inappropriate Trump comment here),
assorted magazines, and nylon bags from old folding beach chairs. Needless to say, Mike
won that round as none of those things “sparked joy!”

But what I also found were a stack of pictures that Jacob, Matt, and Emily had
drawn/coloured/painted when they were in elementary school, a copy of The Illustrated
Pirkei Avot that I bought at Limmud last year, and a poem written for me by a group of
friends from the rowing club. Each of those things made me smile and are all still safely
tucked away.

I respect Mike and his desire to pare down, minimise and simplify our lives. And luckily,
after over 27 years of marriage, he respects my need to hold on to things that bring me
joy. 

I hope you all have a joyful day.

B’shalom,

Debbie



Prayer for Healing Group

Click for service roster here             

A group of Beth Shalom members has commenced, to think of and pray for individuals in our community, who are
in need of healing. 

The idea is that this group is not an organised group or minyan. Simply, caring people who, when made aware of
the need, help healing with the power of prayer.

And that families in distress might receive comfort from the knowledge that this is taking place.

Caring for the unwell is part of being a community.

For those interested, I can supply articles: “The Jewish Way in Healing”, and some scientific research on the positive
power of prayer in healing.

 If you wish to be part of this group

Or, if you know of someone who is unwell that would appreciate our prayer

Please contact Leon Goldwater or Christine O’Brien at shul office

Leon:   ldgoldwater@gmail.com  020 403 88054

Christine:   office@bethshalom.org.nz  524 4139

http://v3.bethshalom.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/May-2019-NissanIyar-5779.pdf
mailto:ldgoldwater@gmail.com
mailto:office@bethshalom.org.nz


The Buzz: Joan Lardner and Shirley Horrocks

. .  

2019 New Year Honours awarded to  Beth Shalom members, Shirley Horrocks ONZM and Joan Lardner-
Rivlin QSM, MNZM



Thoughts from Pesach seder

Ten Plagues the modern version 

May these plagues “Passover “ us (may we be spared) as it is commanded in the Seder

Racism, corruption, rudeness of spirit, social apathy, contempt, exclusion of women (actually in  the
Hebrew, it is talking about exclusion or separating out of women in the religious sense), the
suppression of people and bribery.

Dori Klein

On Crying out about our slavery

"And we  cried out to the Lord, the God of our ancestors, and the Lord heard our voice, and He saw
our affliction, and our toil and our duress" (Deuteronomy 26:7).

Is it enough to talk about an issue, or do we need to take action. Perhaps we need the crying out to
spark action.

In the area of environmentalism, we have had numerous moments of crying out. First we had
scientists, then activists, and now we have seen many of our schoolchildren stand up and go on strike.
This isn't a partisan issue, this impacts all of humanity.

We have cried out, but few have been willing to show comprehensive leadership on the issue. Those
that have, have been cast aside. So here is my crying out, and my moment of action…. Be the moral
compass on the issue, and lead us and our country out of the bondage of long term detriment, to a
world where our children and grandchildren can feast on the proverbial land of milk and honey.

On the 4 sons (or the 5  son who is not at the seder)

Our Sages it seems, basically ostracized him (Elisha Ben Avuyah) because they don't really know what
to do with him, but one Rabbi, Rabbi Meir continues to engage him. This isn't looked upon fondly by
the rest of the rabbanim.

We will sing tonight the song of v'hi sh'amda - the story of our journey of people (who keep trying to
destroy the Jewish people and still we are here despite destruction and expulsion in every age) trying
to kill us and, us remaining.

Then we have the four sons. The wicked son, the rasha, is basically told that he's a heretic and he
wouldn't have been saved. And then we will likely add the piece about the fifth son, the one who isn't
at the seder. Perhaps that fifth son is not there because we kicked him out last year with what we said.

This leads me to think that we need to be more like Rabbi Meir. We need to still embrace the one that
is drifting away.

Ultimately I think we need to be open at the outset, that perhaps our sages just didn't know what to
do, so they took the harshest approach. It's not necessarily the right one, but perhaps that was what
was needed at the time when we were in the moment of fighting for our very status as a people, on
the brink of extinction following the destruction of the beis hamikdash. But we see Rabbi Meir, and we
can learn to be like him.

R.Alon Meltzer
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Sunday School 2  Term May 5th

We will be back to our normal schedule of Sunday school on May 5 . It is always fun to have people
come and help out. We have a guest teacher this first week in Hebrew class for Kita Bet and Gimmel.
Dr Ayelet Zoren- Rosen. Ayelet is a doctor of history and her area of expertise is the Ottoman empire.
She spoke to the Introduction to Judaism class on the beginning of the history of the Muslim world to
the establishment of the Jewish state and it was brilliant.  She is also going to be speaking at our
Tikkun Leil Shavout on June 8 . 

Ayelet and I are also leading a Shabbat Kat, the first Shabbat of each month at 10am. It is for families
with children 5 years and under and older brothers and sisters are invited to come as well. Our tefillot
includes puppets, songs, dancing, musical instruments, stuffed Torahs, challah, juice, blessings,
shema and stories.

“The soul is healed by being with children:” Fyodor Dostoyevsky

Every Sunday we have morning tea and free time between 11-11.30am. We would love for you to
come and share your skills with us. Gardening, pottery, baking, painting, and music. Come and play
with us, inspire us or just share your stories.

Here are some pictures from Kita Gimmel’s Friday night service leading in April
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During the festival of Pesach we gave thanks for our freedom. We have many things to be thankful for

in our daily modern lives. Rabbi Geoffrey Mitelman sums it all up beautifully in the article below. 
 

To Be a Jew Is To Give Thanks — By Definition
By Rabbi Geoffrey A. Mitelman

  

A few years ago, an email was flying around entitled “I am thankful.” In part, it went like this:

I am thankful for the mess to clean after a party, because it means that I have been surrounded by
friends.

I am thankful for the clothes that fit a little too snug, because it means I have enough to eat.

I am thankful for a lawn that needs mowing, windows that need cleaning, and gutters that need fixing,
because it means I have a home.

I am thankful for the parking spot I find at the far end of the parking lot, because it means I am
capable of walking.

I am thankful for my huge heating bill, because it means I am warm.

I am thankful for the piles of laundry and ironing, because it means I have clothes to wear.

And I am thankful for the alarm that goes off in the early morning hour, because it means that I have
another day in front of me.

If we really know how to look for them, we can find an awful lot of things to be thankful for — even
those things that may drive us nuts at the time. Perhaps that is why the Talmud
(Menahot 43b) commands us to say one hundred blessings, one hundred things to be thankful for,
every day. Now, that may sound like a lot of blessings to say, but if the assignment was, “come up with
one hundred things to complain about every day,” my guess is that we could all do that in about three
and a half minutes.

https://m.huffpost.com/us/author/rabbi-geoffrey-a-mitelman
http://www.anvari.org/fun/Truth/I_Am_Thankful.html


The truth is, how we view the world affects how we act in the world. We certainly have one hundred
things that we do every day — make phone calls, hold meetings, eat meals. The question is, through
what lens do we look at those events? And if we try to find one hundred blessings every day, we
begin to experience our world as a world that is renewed with blessings each and every day.

 

 



Counting the Omer 
 

During the period between Pesach and Shavuot we count the omer during our Friday night
Shabbat service. The following article from My Jewish Learning explains this custom.

 

For the Israelites, the holiday of Shavuot was the culmination of the process of transcending innate,
animal nature to liberate the human being. As we learn at Passover, the release from physical
bondage alone is not freedom. True freedom is knowing what you want to do — what you truly want
being what is good for both the body and soul — and having the discipline to achieve it, which means
being able to control the natural desire for immediate gratification that can distract you.

The period that connects the two levels of freedom, Sefirat Haomer (counting of the Omer), began
with the cutting of the first sheaf of barley that ripened. Barley is animal fodder. An animal is a being
whose consciousness consists of the immediate situation. Having no vision of what is beyond the self
is the least Jewish of attitudes. As we count the days representing the duration of the barley harvest,
we rise toward the start of what was the wheat harvest. Wheat is human food, a symbol
of hokhmah, intelligence (based on the rabbis’ dictum that a child does not utter its first word until it
has tasted bread).

  

https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/shavuot/
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/how-to-count-the-omer/


The offering brought to the Temple at the start of the Omer was meal ground from the barley grain, a
raw material representing the first step in the production of leavened bread, which was the offering at
the end of the Omer, on Shavuot. The message is that without Torah , which gives us the insights to
recognize what we want, and the moral standards and social ethics to guide us to accomplish it, we
are like animals who respond to instinct. Raw barley needs to give way to the refined wheat, the grain
to meal and bread. Raw natural intelligence needs to be refined to become the wisdom through
which potential can be reached. Once our animal selves, which are always present, are under control,
we are ready to learn how to get the most out of life.

That is why counting the Omer continued even after the development of a standard calendar
eliminated its initial necessity: to let the majority of people — farmers occupied with field work — know
exactly when to make pilgrimage to Jerusalem. It remained an opportunity to help us move out of
enslaving patterns of thought and behavior. For the ancient Israelites, each day was a step away from
the defilement of Egypt and a step toward spiritual purity. Like the Israelites who began to get ready
for their encounter at Mount Sinai as soon as they crossed the Reed [or Red] Sea , we use the seven
weeks beginning on Passover to similarly prepare ourselves for the arrival of Shavuot. During this
time, we are supposed to evaluate our behavior and work to improve ourselves, particularly by being
more faithful to God and dedicated to His ways, more humble, and unified with all other
Jews (Exodus 19:2).

The sages devised a construct to help us follow in the Israelites’ footsteps. It is based on seven Divine
qualities in the kabbalistic design of the universe, which were represented by the illustrious leaders of
Israel (in one variation): love (Abraham), respect (Isaac), compassion (Jacob), efficiency (Moses),
beauty (Aaron), loyalty (Joseph), and leadership (David).

These virtues, in their extreme, become vices (lust, fear, indulgence, obsessiveness, vanity,
submissiveness, and stubbornness) that we have to strive to avoid. So the sages dedicated each week
of the Omer to one of the characteristics and each day of the week to one of them. The unique
combination on each of the 49 days (love-love, love-respect, love-compassion… respect-love,
respect-leadership, and so on) helps us gain insight into our own behavior in relation to them, and
focus our efforts on self-improvement, to make each day of the Omer important.

Torah study in general is customary and appropriate. Some people read portions from every book of
the Bible, and review of the Ten Commandments is common. Many read Pirkei Avot (Ethics of the
Fathers), a particularly accessible section of Talmud. Study culminates in the Tikkun Leil Shavuot [all-
night studying on the first evening of Shavuot], meant to make up for omissions or deficiencies in our
devotion to Torah during the preceding year. It helps us to be particularly receptive to the body of law
we will be given the next morning.

https://www.sefaria.org/Exodus.19.2?lang=he-en
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/kabbalah-jewish-mysticism/
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/pirkei-avot-ethics-of-our-fathers/
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Iftar

 

‘Iftar’ refers to the dinner that signals when Muslims can break their fast during the Islamic Holy month of
Ramadan which starts on Monday 06 of May this year and lasts for one month. Ramadan is a period of
fasting, charity-giving, inner reflections and self-accountability for Muslim people all around the world.

 

On this special occasion, we celebrate diversity in our harmonious society by coming together for this
dinner, which has and will continue to enhance and deepen the relationship between New Zealand Muslims
and members of the Jewish community. The dinner is organised in the spirit of sharing common values that
unite New Zealanders from all cultural and faith backgrounds.

 

We are pleased to join with Pearl of the Islands Foundation co-hosting this Ramadan Iftar dinner at
Beth Shalom – refer to the flyer – on Saturday 18 May. Please come along and share this interfaith
occasion with us. Registration is essential.



                                                              B & B BITES                                                             
                TIME TO SIGN-OFF by Ian Morrison

 This is the last of the monthly columns that I’ll be writing for Teruah, on behalf of the B&B.

Why? Because I seem to have said just about everything I could possibly wish to say on funerals, bereavement and
associated issues or on how and why the B&B does things the way it does them.  It’s time for someone else to take
over the job.

To be honest, I never imagined that I would still be writing about such topics, six years after I stepped down as the
B&B’s president and three years after I moved away from Auckland. However, I’ve been grateful for the opportunity.
Continuity and institutional memory are helpful to any organisation which serves the community and I hope that I’ve
been able to provide at least a little of these.

But, above and beyond that, I’m grateful for the approximately fifteen years during which I’ve been associated, in
one way or another, with the B&B and its work. The organisation is truly a Chevra Kadisha, a Holy Society, dedicated
to ensuring that our members are laid to rest in an authentically Jewish manner and, in most cases, within ground
specifically sanctified for that purpose. 

Nothing prior to this association had prepared me for the challenges involved in arranging or officiating at funeral
services, of helping to comfort bereaved families or of participating in deliberations over our minhag.  But nor did I
foresee the emotional satisfaction such responsibilities could provide.  At times I’ve felt stirred to the very depths of
my being!      

I also feel gratitude for the opportunity to have worked alongside colleagues who brought an enormous range of
skills and aptitudes to the Society’s operations. Foremost amongst these was the late Tim Bertram (zikhrono
livrakha), who first persuaded me to join the B&B’s board and who taught me most of what I know about its role
and, more broadly, about Jewish funereal practices and lore.

As a particularly long-serving president of the B&B, Tim was a model of integrity, compassion, erudition and
determination.  He was also a raconteur of genius and the best friend you could ever hope to have.  I continue to
miss him.

Finally, I’m grateful for my successor as president, Diana Hoskyn, who has just stepped down after six years of
tirelessly and selflessly continuing the work of our distinguished predecessors, despite often very difficult
circumstances.  To my mind, Diana is the very essence of an Eshet Hayil (a woman of valour).

 And now I’ve retired, I’ll have to find something else to kvetch over!    



Card contents go here



As Jews around the world prepare to celebrate our “Festival of our Freedom” it is important to remember
that Progressive and Conservative Judaism in Israel is still far from “Free” and the struggle for religious
equality continues.  Over the coming weeks we will be seeking your support in voting for ARZA candidates
in the forthcoming World Zionist Congress elections.  For now please read the message from Rabbi Gilad
Kariv, President of the Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism and renew your connections with Jews
around the World.

Wishing you and those you love a happy and peaceful Pesach.

Steve Denenberg,   President, ARZA Australia

 

 ”“This month shall be unto you the beginning of months; it shall be for you the first month of the year.”
(Shemot 12:1-2)

In the special Maftir which announces the beginning of the month of Nissan we read that this month, with all
its symbolism of redemption from slavery, is marked as the first month of the Jewish year. This emphasizes
the deep connection between freedom, spiritual and physical well-being, to sanctify this special time,
recognize its symbolism and mark it with both our memories and hopes for the future.

 There are many tractates surrounding the sacrifice of the Pascal Lamb, including one from a scholar of the
13th century who stated: "in the wake of actions, hearts are enticed." This refers to the way that oftentimes,
we must first act, and later feel connected to our actions within our hearts.

 These past weeks have been filled with many events that have brought action into our midst, and with it a
fulfilled heart. As missile fire rained down on Israel’s Southern region, and injured seven family members in
Israel’s Center, our congregations in Be’er Sheva and Sha’ar HaNegev opened their doors to parents and
children from all walks of life and welcomed them inside. By bringing together community members for
children’s activities, baking, therapeutic music and dialogue, local families were able to experience some
relief from the terrifying reality outside, and to fulfill their hearts with renewed strength.

 During the coming months we will commemorate our generation of those who "were brought forth from
Egypt," and fill our hearts with renewed strength so we can continue our journey towards the Promised
Land.

Wishing you a Chodesh Tov and Chag Pesach Sameach

Rabbi Gilad Kariv, President,  Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism


